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Education

Expected May 2022

C#

Lua

TCP/UDP

UNIVERSITY OF WI-STOUT

Bachelor of Computer
Science and Game Design

3.8 GPA

Member of International Game

Developers Association (IGDA)

My journey into games began with modding. which has

led to me learning many different skills. Along the way I

quickly fell in love with programming. I have used Unity

and C# everyday for the last 3+ years between my

studies, work and independent projects. I am beyond

comfortable working with Unity and C#. I am actively

looking for a gameplay programmer position while

finishing my degree by May 2022. I am willing to relocate

for the right opportunity.

GAMEPLAY PROGRAMMER

GAMEPLAY AND NETWORK PROGRAMMER

Flying General Games

UW-Midwest Manufacturing Outreach Center

FGG is an LLC I established so other ambitious

students/recent alumni could work together on shipping

a commercial title. I setup the core architecture for

Notoris: The Goblin War. I took a modular approach

from the beginning making heavy use of generic

reusable code as I knew this IP was something I wanted

to scale into a grand strategy game one day. I am

probably most proud of our modular character system

which allows for officers to be serialized with different

stats, races, troops, skills and other parameters which

are stored via scriptable objects, then passed around

via a shared interface and converted into runtime data.

I architected, connected, and maintained the

projects core systems. I learned and wrote the

network connectivity for the 6 android tablet

devices, and handled documentation as I brought

on and trained 2 new programmers towards the

end of project. I was then in charge of reviewing,

optimizing and improving the other programmers

code. I setup and handled all source control on the

project. Additionally I wrote a robust tutorial system

for onboarding players into the game. I worked

closely with the UX developer and stakeholders on

many iterations to deliver the desired experience.

2020-2022

2021-Present

About

Work Experience

Skills
Unity

Git/SVN

Compute Shaders

Agile

3DS Max
Skinning

Production

Bonus
UX and playtesting

User Research
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